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I.

Introduction

How should a central bank react when it observes that a potentially dangerous credit and
asset price boom is under way? Can policymakers defuse rising financial stability risks
by leaning against the wind and increasing interest rates?
Two prominent historical episodes delineate the issue that our paper speaks to. Consider the U.S. economy in 1928. Concerned about booming stock prices, a frenzy in
commercial real estate markets, and substantial lending against both, the Federal Reserve increased policy rates from 3.5% to 6% between January 1928 and August 1929,
surprising market participants. Most economic historians today think that these policy
decisions, instead of bringing financial markets and credit growth back to more sustainable
levels, played an important role in triggering the Great Depression (Eichengreen, 1992;
Bernanke, 2002). Could the economy have avoided the financial crash had policy makers
not raised interest rates to discourage what they perceived as rampant speculation in the
stock market? Fast-forward 75 years. In the 2000s, U.S. policymakers decided to not lean
against booming credit and housing markets. Instead, they stuck to a policy that was,
by and large, consistent with flexible inflation targeting without taking financial stability
considerations on board (Bernanke, 2010). Financial imbalances continued to grow and
erupted in the 2008 global financial crisis. What would have happened had the Federal
Reserve raised interest rates to lean against the credit boom? Could the crash and the
Great Recession have been avoided?
The two biggest financial crises in the past 100 years come with conflicting messages
regarding the effectiveness of leaning against the wind (LAW) policies in safeguarding
financial stability. Notwithstanding, current debates on the financial stability mandate
of central banks often invoke one or the other episode to argue for or against leaning
against the wind. Yet, which historical lesson is actually representative? The issue looms
large for current thinking about monetary policy (Stein, 2013; Svensson, 2017; Adrian and
Liang, 2018). It has become exceedingly clear how large the economic costs of financial
crises are (Cerra and Saxena, 2008; Jordà, Schularick and Taylor, 2013). Moreover, recent
research suggests that such financial boom states are detectable in real-time using quantity
and price indicators (Richter, Schularick and Wachtel, forthcoming) so that policymakers
have the chance to intervene. Yet, what do we know about the effects of monetary policy
changes on financial stability during financial booms? The answer so far is not much,
other than inconclusive anecdotal evidence.
This paper aims to close this gap. We systematically study the available evidence
for the state-dependent effects of monetary policy on financial stability. The state we
condition on is a financial boom, defined as a large and sustained deviation of credit
growth and real asset prices from trend. Conditional on being in such an (observable)
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boom state, we estimate how a monetary policy shock affects financial crisis probability
and severity. We do so based on the near-universe of advanced economy financial cycles
and crises since the 19th century.
Note that the question we are interested in is not how systematic LAW policy rules
affect financial stability and the macroeconomy. Our focus is squarely on exogenous and
unanticipated monetary policy actions that take place in a financial boom state, and our
identification strategy speaks to those cases only. Our empirical analysis is based on a local
projection instrumental variable (LP-IV) strategy that has recently been introduced by
Jordà, Schularick and Taylor (2019). The IV exploits a type of monetary policy variation
that is not itself influenced by local economic conditions, namely, policy rate changes in
small open economies with fixed exchange rates that are induced by the base economy.
For instance, in the early 1990s, Sweden witnessed a credit and house price boom.
When the German Bundesbank surprised markets in December 1991 and raised its Lombard rate to 9.75% in response to inflationary pressures following German reunification,
under the prevailing fixed exchange rate regime, it forced the hand of the Swedish central
bank too. At the time, the New York Times (1991) quoted a market economist: “This
is the Bundesbank’s way of showing they will use their power and independence without
regard to the economic conditions in the rest of Europe.” The Riksbank had to defend
the exchange rate of the Swedish Krona vis-à-vis the German Mark. Following the Bundesbank, the Riksbank also increased its policy rate at a time when credit and housing
markets in Sweden were booming. This episode provides us with a quasi-experiment for
an exogenous change in monetary conditions at a time when credit and housing markets
in Sweden were in a financial boom.
We bring this identification strategy to bear on a long-run dataset that spans 150 years
and covers most advanced economies, including dates of systemic financial crises. The
dataset contains 1,525 country-year observations of countries whose currency is pegged to
a base country’s currency. Among those, we observe more than 170 credit boom episodes,
of which 98 coincide with exogenous increases in base country policy rates. This rich
dataset and the IV identification strategy allow us, for the first time, to zoom in on the
causal effects of LAW policy—increases in policy rates during booms in credit and asset
prices.
Our results are unambiguous in the sense that the estimates suggest that the effect
of LAW policy on crisis risk has the opposite sign from what is often assumed. We show
that a 1 percentage point (ppt) policy rate change during a financial boom increases the
risk of a financial crisis by about 10 ppts over a one-year horizon. Crisis risk remains
elevated for about two years after the monetary shock before subsiding to its long-run
average level. However, at no point in the five years following the policy rate increase do
we find evidence for a reduction in crisis risk. The empirical evidence thus lends support
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to some of the worst fears about LAW policy—that it is more likely to trigger crises than
prevent them (Bernanke and Gertler, 2000; Bernanke, 2002).
Although it heightens crisis risk in the near term, LAW policy could still be beneficial
if it limits the economic costs of the crisis. We compare real GDP losses across financial
crises that were preceded by different degrees of LAW prior to the start of the crisis,
instrumenting the central bank’s pre-crisis monetary policy stance. Our findings suggest
that LAW policy does not systematically reduce crisis severity. In the five years after a
financial crisis, real GDP falls by around 8% below trend, regardless of whether pre-crisis
monetary policy was taking a leaning stance.
We corroborate these findings through a series of robustness checks. In particular,
we examine alternative financial boom definitions, threats to the exclusion restriction,
alternative financial crisis definitions, and differences between LAW interventions that
take place early on versus late during financial booms. Throughout, the crisis trigger
effect of LAW policy emerges as a robust feature of the data, whereas evidence for the
crisis severity reduction effect remains elusive.
The empirical evidence brought together in this paper substantiates concerns that
have been voiced by the opponents of LAW (Bernanke and Gertler, 2001; Gilchrist and
Leahy, 2002; Svensson, 2017): contractionary monetary policy at best appears ineffective
at addressing financial instability risks and at worst appears outright harmful (Bernanke
and Gertler, 2000; Bernanke, 2002). Most existing studies of LAW policy focus on how
monetary policy affects financial crisis risk and severity through its effect on credit growth
(Bauer and Granziera, 2017; Svensson, 2017). The “credit-only” approach suggests that
LAW policy decreases crisis risk and ameliorates crisis severity to the extent that it reins
in pre-crisis credit growth. This approach underlies assessments of LAW policy (Ajello
et al., 2016; Alpanda and Ueberfeldt, 2016; Svensson, 2017; Gourio, Kashyap and Sim,
2018). However, it is plausible that monetary policy affects financial stability also through
other channels (e.g., through its effect on debt servicing costs, asset prices, income, or
expectations). Our paper provides a direct causal estimate of the effects of monetary
policy on financial stability that is agnostic with respect to the channels at work.
Theoretical studies have focused on monetary policy rules that incorporate LAW elements (Woodford, 2012; Filardo and Rungcharoenkitkul, 2016; Juselius et al., 2017). Such
rules require the central bank to react to financial booms in a rule-based way. Currently,
most central banks do not follow an explicit LAW policy rule. Any policy change in that
direction would thus initially resemble a discretionary policy change until the commitment
to the new policy regime has been credibly established (Svensson, 2016).1 So while our
paper speaks to the effects of state-dependent discretionary changes in monetary policy
1
The relative infrequency of financial booms raises further questions about the extent to which central banks are able to credibly commit to a LAW policy rule, as well as the private sector’s ability to
systematically incorporate such a rule in its decision making.
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and not to the effects of systematic LAW, it can also inform the debates about the design
and transition to systematic LAW policies.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the data,
and section III describes our empirical strategy. The results are presented in section IV.
Section V concludes.

II.

Data

Our main data source is the JST Macrohistory Database (Jordà, Schularick and Taylor, 2017, http://www.macrohistory.net/data/). It provides annual data on the real
economy and the financial sector for 17 developed countries since 1870. The countries
included in the sample are Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom, and the United States.
To analyze how monetary policy affects financial crisis risk, we use the systemic financial crisis dummy defined by Schularick and Taylor (2012). This binary indicator is
a narrative crisis measure that takes the value 1 in years in which a country experienced
bank runs, bank defaults, forced mergers, or major public interventions in the financial
sector. As a robustness check, we also consider the banking crisis dummies defined by
Reinhart and Rogoff (2011) and Baron, Verner and Xiong (2018) (see online Appendix
B). Regardless of the crisis indicator chosen, we obtain very similar results.
Our main explanatory variable of interest is the stance of monetary policy, which we
measure as the change in nominal short-term interest rates. Other variables that enter
our analysis also come from the JST Macrohistory Database.

II.A. Exchange rate regime, base countries, and capital controls
To construct the Trilemma IV for nominal short-term interest rate changes, we combine
data on a country’s exchange rate regime and capital account openness with data on
interest rate changes in important base countries (see section III). Our long-run exchange
rate regime indicator comes from Jordà, Schularick and Taylor (2019), relying on the
work of Ilzetzki, Reinhart and Rogoff (2019). We use a binary variable that classifies
country-year observations as a peg (=1) if the exchange rate is fixed, or a float (=0)
otherwise.
Besides knowing whether a country entertains a fixed or floating exchange rate regime,
our empirical strategy requires that we define a base country with respect to which the
exchange rate is fixed. This base country’s interest rate—the base rate—is the primary
source of variation in the Trilemma IV. In the definition of base countries, we follow
Jordà, Schularick and Taylor (2019). The U.K. is the base country prior to 1914. After
4

1945, the base is generally the U.S., with the exception of the ERM/EMS/Eurozone
countries, for which Germany is treated as the base country. In the interwar years, we
define a “gold rate,” which is an average of U.K., U.S., and French short-term rates.
Of the three countries, only those on gold are included in the average in any given year
(see Obstfeld and Taylor, 2004). To capture the degree to which local interest rates are
insulated from base country rates through capital controls, we make use of the capital
mobility indicator by Quinn, Schindler and Toyoda (2011). Their index ranges from 0 to
100, with 0 indicating a low degree of capital mobility and 100 a high degree. We rescale
this indicator to the 0-1 interval.

II.B. Financial boom indicators
To analyze the effect of LAW policy in the context in which it is usually considered (i.e.
periods of rapidly expanding credit), we construct a binary indicator for credit booms.
This boom indicator, Bi,t , takes a value of 1 when log real credit, yi,t , is above its trend
level, ȳi , and growing:
(1)

Bi,t = I(yi,t > ȳi ∧ ∆yi,t > 0).

To obtain the cyclical component, we use a one-sided HP-filter with a smoothing parameter, λ, equal to 100 (Hodrick and Prescott, 1997). As a robustness check, we also consider
the Christiano-Fitzgerald bandpass filter (Christiano and Fitzgerald, 2003), isolating fluctuations in the 2- to 16-year period range, as well as the novel non-parametric filtering
method that has recently been proposed by Hamilton (2018). Results based on these
alternative filtering methods are very similar to the baseline results we report in the main
text (see online Appendix A). In all cases, the detrending is conducted in a one-sided
fashion, so the results are relevant to policymakers who have to evaluate whether the
economy is in a boom state or not in real time.
We also consider combined booms in credit and house prices, as well as in credit and
stock prices. These two combined boom indicators take a value of 1 when credit and
the respective asset price both fulfill condition 1. Finally, as a robustness check, we also
partition boom episodes into early and late boom stages, in order to evaluate the claim
that early LAW interventions are more effective at diffusing crisis risk. For this, the early
boom stage is defined variably as either the first half of a boom episode, the first two
years of a boom episode, or only the very first year of a boom episode.
Figure 1 looks at six historical time frames that are commonly associated with financial
market booms. The solid blue lines depict the log of the financial variable of interest.
The solid and hollow circles highlight years that the above-described procedure isolates as
asset price booms and credit booms, respectively. Consistent with more general appraisals
5

of financial market conditions, the 1880s in Australia, the 1980s in Sweden, and the 2000s
in Spain are all identified as house price booms. The 1920s stock price boom in the
Netherlands, the 1980s boom in Japan, as well as the 1990s dot-com boom in Italy are
similarly well captured. In most years, these asset price booms were also underpinned by
booms in credit.
Our sample contains a total of 255 credit booms. Of these, 142 coincided with booms
in house prices and 168 with booms in stock prices. Importantly for our identification
strategy, our sample contains 171 credit boom episodes in countries with a fixed exchange
rate. The respective numbers for the joint credit+house price, and credit+stock price
booms are 100 and 113. During 98 of the pegs’ credit boom episodes, the pegged country
was exposed to a policy rate hike in the base country and thus participated in the quasiexperiment. The respective numbers for the joint credit+house price, and credit+stock
price booms are 67 and 75.

III.

Empirical strategy

To identify the effects of monetary policy on crisis risk, we apply the Trilemma instrumental variable (IV) strategy pioneered by Jordà, Schularick and Taylor (2019). The
reasoning behind the Trilemma IV strategy is as follows. When a country pegs its exchange rate to a base country’s currency, the local interest rate from then on has to match
that of the base country. To see why, consider the peg country setting its interest rate
below that of the base country. This will lead to unsustainable capital outflows, as capital
seeks to obtain the highest return. Vice versa, if the peg sets its interest rate too high,
this results in unsustainable capital outflows. Hence, under perfect capital mobility, peg
country interest rates have to move in sync with base country interest rates. Furthermore,
because base country interest rate changes are determined only by base country economic
conditions, their variation is exogenous to the economic conditions in the peg countries.
We also subtract predicted base country interest rate changes, ∆r̂b , from actual rate
changes, ∆rb , to isolate unpredictable movements in base country interest rates. The
Trilemma IV is constructed using this unpredictable component to prevent the IV from
conveying information about base rate changes that could have been anticipated by the
peg’s households and firms. As in Jordà, Schularick and Taylor (2019), we use the first lags
of the following base country variables to predict base country interest rate changes: the
growth rates of GDP, consumption, investment, stock prices, and credit (all CPI deflated),
as well as changes in nominal long-term interest rates, nominal short-term interest rates,
the CPI inflation rate, and the current account-to-GDP ratio.
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Figure 1: Asset prices and boom periods
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The Trilemma IV, z, for local policy rate changes, ∆r, is thus defined as
(2)


zi,t ≡ ∆rb(i,t),t − ∆r̂b(i,t),t × P EGi,t × P EGi,t−1 × KOP ENi,t .

where i and t are the country and year indices, b(i, t) denotes country i’s base country in
year t, and P EGi,t is the exchange rate regime dummy that indicates whether a country’s
exchange rate is fixed or floating with respect to the base b. The lagged dummy ensures
that the instrument includes only well-established pegs that have lasted for at least two
years, excluding the most fleeting and possibly incidental single-year pegs. KOP ENi,t is
the rescaled financial openness indicator. Jordà, Schularick and Taylor (2019) show that
the Trilemma IV, zi,t , is closely aligned with changes in pegs’ domestic short-term rates
and is thus clearly relevant. In our sample, the instrument exhibits a highly significant
slope coefficient of 0.6 over the full sample and 0.75 for the post-World War II sample.
To trace the effect of a +1 ppt increase in policy rates on crisis risk, we estimate impulse
response functions (IRFs) through local projections. More particularly, the sequence of
fixed effects models we estimate represent a sequence of linear crisis probability models
through which we can assess how monetary policy affects crisis risk over a five-year horizon,
h = 0, ..., 5:

(3)

Ci,t+h = αi,h +

βhIV ∆ri,t

+

L
X

Γh,l X i,t−l + i,t+h ,

l=0

where αi,h denote country fixed effects, ∆ri,t is instrumented by zi,t , and X i,t contains
additional control variables. The dependent variable is a dummy, Ci,t , that takes the
value 1 if a financial crisis occurs in country i in year t or in any of the following two
years, t + 1, t + 2. This definition reflects that while it is notoriously hard to predict the
exact crisis year, it is possible to predict whether an economy enters a danger zone in
which financial crises are more likely to occur (e.g., Kaminsky and Reinhart, 1999; Ward,
2017). The coeffcients {βhIV }H
h=0 trace out the response of crisis risk to a +1 ppt increase
in monetary policy rates. We translate the three-year crisis probability IRFs into annual
crisis probability IRFs using Pbannual = 1 − (1 − Pbthree years )3 .
We include a rich set of control variables, X i,t . In particular, we include four lags
of the following variables: per capita GDP growth, consumption growth, investment
growth (all in real terms), CPI inflation, a measure of world GDP growth as in Jordà,
Schularick and Taylor (2019), changes in short-term and long-term interest rates, growth
rates of real stock prices, real house prices, real bank loans, the current account-to-GDP
ratio, and the binary crisis dummy on which Ci,t is based. Note that, except for the
crisis dummy, we include the time t realizations of all control variables. Thus, we take
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a conservative stance with respect to the contemporaneous response of the dependent
variable to monetary policy, effectively attributing as much as possible of that response
to contemporaneous variation in the control variables and not the policy rate change. As a
robustness check, we also apply the spillover correction proposed by Jordà, Schularick and
Taylor (2019), which immunizes our results against potential violations of the exclusion
restriction brought about by international goods and financial market spillovers (see online
Appendix C).

IV.

Results

Can contractionary monetary policy diffuse crisis risk? This section presents the answer
provided by our empirical results. We begin by reporting the full sample results and then
narrow down to LAW policy as conventionally defined—as policy rate hikes against the
backdrop of financial booms. In a second step, we investigate the effects of LAW on crisis
severity.

IV.A. The effect of LAW on crisis probability
The full sample results in the top left panel of Figure 2 suggest that interest rate hikes
increase crisis risk in the near term. More precisely, a +1 ppt policy rate hike increases
crisis risk by 2 ppts on impact, as well as in the following year. The size of this effect is
substantial, given that average annual crisis risk in the full sample is 3.4%.
Next, we consider the effect of contractionary monetary policy for subsamples of financial booms. Can LAW policy rein in crisis risk against the backdrop of soaring credit
aggregates and asset prices? The top right panel in Figure 2 shows our credit boom
subsample results, which suggest that an interest rate hike during credit booms has a
particularly adverse effect on crisis risk. Crisis risk increases by 4 ppts on impact, as well
as in the year following the LAW policy. Taking into account that crisis risk is already
elevated during credit booms, a +1 ppt interest rate increase raises annual crisis risk from
4.8% to around 10%.
The subsample results for combined booms in credit and asset prices point in the same
direction. A discretionary +1 ppt increase in interest rates, aimed at reining in equity or
house price booms, increases crisis risk by 6 to 8 ppts for up to two years. Given that
average crisis risk is already 5.2% in the credit + house price boom subsample and 4.7%
in the credit + stock price boom subsample, the LAW policy raises crisis risk above 10%
in the short term.
These findings lend empirical substance to the concern that LAW policies might provoke financial crises rather than prevent them. We find little evidence to support the
notion that LAW policy may pay off in the form of lower crisis risk in the medium term.
9

The only significantly negative effect of LAW policy on crisis risk that we can document
occurs in year 4 after the interest rate hike in the combined credit + stock price boom
subsample.
Figure 2: Financial crisis risk responses
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Policy rate hikes versus cuts
Resent research suggests that policy rate increases have stronger effects on the economy than policy rate decreases (Tenreyro and Thwaites, 2016; Angrist, Jordà and Kuersteiner, 2017). This finding is relevant for LAW policy, which is commonly defined
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asymmetrically—as policy rate hikes during booms. Does crisis risk respond differently
to policy rate hikes and cuts?
To answer this question, we augment our baseline specification (eq. 3) with an interaction term that separates positive changes in the instrumented policy rate from negative
ones,
(4)

Ci,t+h = αi,h +

βhIV ∆ri,t

+

γhIV ∆ri,t

· hikei,t +

L
X

Γh,l X i,t−l + i,t+h ,

l=0

where hikei,t is a dummy that takes the value 1 for policy rate hikes and 0 otherwise. This
specification allows us to search for asymmetries in the response of crisis risk: {βhIV +
IV H
γhIV }H
h=0 traces out the crisis risk response to policy rate increases, whereas {βh }h=0
shows the same response for policy rate decreases.
Figure 3 shows the asymmetry results for the full sample, as well as the three financial
boom subsamples. The immediate increase in crisis risk after a policy rate hike stands
out, regardless of subsample. For the full sample, a +1 ppt rate hike increases short-term
crisis risk by 3.6 ppts—almost two times the effect size of the symmetric specification. For
the financial boom subsamples, a full percentage point rate hike increases annual crisis
risk by 8 to 14 ppts. Evidence for medium-term crisis risk reduction again is scant.2
Policy rate cuts tend to be followed by decreases in crisis risk. However, this crisis risk
reduction effect tends to be less immediate than in the case of contractionary rate hikes.
Only with a lag of one to two years does crisis risk decline significantly. For the full sample,
the crisis risk reduction effect amounts to 2.7 ppts after two years. In the joint boom
subsamples, crisis risk falls more substantially in a shorter amount of time.3 A (pointwise)
Wald test for equality of the rate hike and cut responses, however, indicates that the
above-mentioned asymmetries in crisis risk responses are rarely statistically significant.4
The finding that policy rate hikes give rise to especially large increases in financial crisis
risk strengthens the earlier contraindication result against LAW policy. This appears particularly pertinent against the backdrop of financial booms—precisely when LAW policy
moves are usually considered.

2

Only for the credit and the credit + house price boom subsamples do we find isolated coefficient
estimates that are in line with medium-term crisis reduction effects. The absolute size of these negative
coefficients, however, is small compared to the initial crisis trigger effect.
3
Additional results reported in online Appendix A confirm the robustness of these findings using the
Christiano-Fitzgerald bandpass filter (Christiano and Fitzgerald, 2003), and the Hamilton filter (Hamilton, 2018) to define financial boom episodes.
4
Only sporadically, in the credit boom and credit + stock price boom subsamples, does the Wald test
reject equality of the rate hike and rate cut responses in the short run (90% confidence level).
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Figure 3: Rate hikes versus rate cuts and crisis risk
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Policy rate cut:
Full sample
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Early versus late interventions
Maybe rate hikes trigger financial crises only when they are administered too late in the
boom. By contrast, the same rate hike might diffuse crisis risk when administered early
on in the boom.5
To empirically test this idea, we extend our baseline specification by an interaction
term that allows the effects of LAW policy to differ for early and late interventions:
(5)

Ci,t+h = αi,h +

βhIV ∆ri,t

+

γhIV ∆ri,t

· earlyi,t +

L
X

Γh,l X i,t−l + i,t+h ,

l=0

where all terms are defined as before, the policy rate changes ∆ri,t are again instrumented
by the Trilemma IV, and earlyi,t is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 in the first
year of a boom episode. We also considered other definitions of “early,” such as the first
two years of a boom or the first half of a boom. The results for these alternative partitions
between early and late boom interventions are very similar to the baseline results reported
here (see online Appendix C).
Figure 4 shows how crisis risk responds to a 1 ppt increase in policy rates, early and
late during a financial boom. In no case do we find evidence for the notion that early
interventions can lower financial crisis risk. For the credit boom subsample, the early
and late intervention IRFs both exhibit a crisis trigger effect, though the mean estimate
suggests that it is smaller for early interventions. A Wald test for equality of the late and
early intervention IRFs, however, cannot reject the null hypothesis that both IRFs are
equal.
For the credit + house price subsample early and late interventions have very similar
effects throughout. Only for the credit + stock price subsample do we find evidence that
early interventions are significantly less harmful than late interventions. Even in that case,
however, rate hikes do not lower crisis risk—they just do not appear to trigger crises.
In sum, while early interventions may be somewhat less harmful than late interventions, they do not appear to systematically lower crisis risk. At best, early interventions
leave crisis risk unaffected. At worst, early boom interventions appear to be just as potent
in triggering financial crises as late boom interventions are.

5

The limit cycle framework by Beaudry, Galizia and Portier (2015) allows for a formalization of this
notion.
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Figure 4: Early versus late interventions and crisis risk
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Early intervention:
Credit booms
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IV.B. The effect of LAW on crisis severity
In spite of the crisis trigger effect, LAW policy could still be beneficial if, by causing a small
crisis now, it prevents a much bigger crisis later on. In other words, by hindering booms
from proceeding unchecked, LAW policy might limit the fallout from the subsequent bust.
We investigate this hypothesis by looking at whether LAW reduces the real GDP loss
associated with financial crises. To do this, we first characterize the degree of leaning over
a one-year, three-year, and five-year horizon as the cumulative sum of policy rate changes
PK
over the same time period, ∆K ri,t−1 ≡
k=1 ∆ri,t−k , K = 1, 3, 5. How leaning affects
financial crisis severity is then estimated on the basis of the following local projections:
(6)

h

∆ yi,t+h = αi,h + βh Ci,t +

γhIV Ci,t

K

∗ ∆ ri,t−1 +

L
X

Γh,l X i,t−l + i,t+h ,

l=0

where ∆h yi,t+h denotes the cumulative h-year change in real GDP, ∆K ri,t−1 denotes the
central bank’s leaning stance in the years leading up to the crisis, and all other terms
are defined as before.6 The ∆K ri,t−1 are again instrumented by the equivalent expression
based on the Trilemma IV, and local projections are estimated separately for each of the
three leaning periods, K = 1, 3, 5. {βh }5h=0 describes how the real GDP path after a
financial crisis deviates from its usual path after non-crisis years, and {γhIV }5h=0 reveals
how the real GDP path after a financial crisis is affected by leaning. If a leaning policy
systematically lowers crisis severity, this should be indicated by estimates of γhIV that are
larger than zero. As a consequence, the path traced out by {βh + γhIV }5h=0 should lie above
the path described by {βh }5h=0 .
Figure 5 shows the results for the full sample and the three boom subsamples. Our
findings do not lend support to the idea that a leaning policy lowers crisis severity. Real
GDP falls by around 8% regardless of whether monetary policy took a leaning stance
or not. Only in the joint credit + house price boom subsample does the mean estimate
indicate that crisis severity might be lower following a one-year leaning period. Large
standard errors, however, render this difference statistically insignificant. We confirm the
finding that leaning policy cannot be relied upon to lessen crisis severity on the basis of
the banking crisis dummies defined by Reinhart and Rogoff (2011) and Baron, Verner and
Xiong (2018) (see online Appendix B).
6

Note that the control vector X i,t includes contemporaneous interest rate changes, which in contrast
to the earlier specifications no longer receives separate mentioning here. X i,t also contains the noninteracted leaning term ∆K ri,t−1 to control for the effects of the central bank’s policy stance in non-crisis
years.
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Figure 5: LAW and crisis severity
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V.

Conclusion

Whether conventional monetary policy should be applied to address financial stability
risks is a long-standing question in macroeconomics. In this paper, we present the most
comprehensive empirical analysis of LAW episodes in modern economic history. Our find-
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ings lend support to the concern that contractionary monetary policy increases financial
crisis risk rather than reducing it. A policy rate hike increases crisis risk for up to two
years, with little evidence that this short-term effect is compensated by either lower crisis
risk in the medium-term or a reduction in crisis severity.
Our results add a new perspective to the current debate about whether macroprudential policy or monetary policy is better suited to address the buildup of financial fragilities.
While monetary policy “gets into all the cracks” (Stein, 2013; Adrian and Liang, 2018),
the empirical evidence points to severe side effects of discretionary LAW policies.
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